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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ABC is a web design and development solution company that specialize in delivering

solution to preschools and day care centers. It is established in 2015 in San Francisco.

Our in-depth research show that the child care programs have positive increasing trend

which is expected to grow. There are more than 9 million children enrolled in pre-primary

school institutions. The majority of them are visiting full-day programs, and 90% of the

children are enrolled in Public child care centers.

Looking at the child care centers, according to the State Statistic Office, there are 75.000

child day care service providers. In terms of size, 97% of them have below 50 employees

and more than 58% have less than 10 employees. In terms of revenue, the majority of

them have revenues in the range $100.000-$999.999. In terms of location, 10% of all child

day care establishments are located in California, followed by New York (7.49%) and

Texas (7.22%). There are 25 countries with above 1000 child day care service providers.

Day care businesses will have some of the fastest employment growth of all industries

through 2020.

Our screening of the competitors, shown that there are around 8 companies that offer same

service to same market. Our main differentiation strategy would be the closer and

personalized approach toward the clients. None of the competitors have any blogs, or

resources, or forums regarding child day care programs – and are only focused on their

sales. In addition, we’ve reviewed other indirect competitors, and free web development

sites, and although they have some unique advantages, they fail to meet the specific needs

of our market. ABC will be offer complete solution to the child day care centers, meaning

that we will cover the entire technical and maintenance aspect.

The vision of ABC is to help pre-schools and other child day care centers to establish and

run their web-presence, and attract more children into their premises. The mission of ABC

is to create fully functional customized web sites tailored to the need of pre-schools and

child day care centers.

The initial services that ABC will offer are 1) Web Design, 2) Web Development, 3)

Hosting and 4) Site Maintenance and Update. With this set of services, ABC will be able to

offer one-stop-shop for pre-schools for their web site which gives the Director of the pre-

school more time to focus on his/her core business – running a successful pre-school. In

addition to the one-stop-shop package, ABC will offer several additional services that are



tailored for pre-schools. These include: providing experienced help and graphics with

newsletter emails, social media banners and graphics, and expertise, via the blog, in any

technological solutions that could make running a preschool easier. This list is expected to

grow as the company gets more experienced in working with this market.

The company will be organized by XYZ (founder and CEO) and one Technical Assistant

that will be helping with the technical aspects of the company. In addition to the 2

employees, ABC will closely cooperate with several partners in order to provide better

service – MailChimp, WordPress, GoDaddy, ElegantThemes, MediaTemple, FreshDesk,

Stripe, UpWork and many other companies.

In terms of marketing, the entire marketing effort will be to better approach and educate

this market niche. The company will use content marketing (generate and capture relevant

knowledge), participate on fairs and conferences, put ads on targeted newspapers and

websites and do some free of charge work for local pre-schools.

The development of a website will costs one-time 250$ + maintenance plan paid monthly.

Financially, the company will need a starting capital of XY, which will mostly be for

salaries. The annual revenue for the first 3 years is expected to be XY, and the annual costs

to be XX. This leaves annual profit of XY. The initial investment is expected to be

returned in XY years, and continue with growth of XY% per year.
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INTRODUCTION

This document represent a business plan for ABC – web site design and hosting solutions

specialized in working with child daycare centers. The company will be located in

California, but it will offer its services throughout US.

We start with analyzing the external environment of the company in order to understand

the industry where the company will work and see whether the market is big enough to be

profitable.

EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS – USAGE OF CHILD CARE PROGRAM

Our first approach is to first look at the preschools and child day care centers (as our main

clients) and see how this industry is cooping over time.

As it can be seen in the chart below, over the period of 43 years (1970-2013) the number of

children enrolled in pre-primary school institutions grew from 4.28 million in 1970 to 8.83

in 2013. This shows that there is a positive trend which is expected to continue in the

coming years. This means that as more children enroll in pre-school, there will be more

start-ups that will want to meet the demand.

If we look into more details in the children that are going to pre-school programs, the

larger % of them are going on full-day programs. As per the second chart, in 2010, 58.4%

of all children enrolled in pre-primary school institutions attended full-day programs.



This can also be seen on the next chart

where it is obvious that during the period of

1980-2010 the number of children that went

to Full-day enrollment has increased on the

behalf of Half-day enrollment. This can be

probably explained due to demographic shift

in the population, where now both parents

have full-time work, and need full-day

service for their children.

Another perspective is to see the

number of children in relation to

public or private pre-schools

programs. According to the chart

below, in 2013 there were 3.7

million children in Public pre-

school programs and 0.4 million

children in Private pre-school

programs. This means that the

public institutions take large

portion of the total market (89.8%) compared to private companies (10.2%).

In conclusion to this section:

 We can see that the child care programs have positive increasing trend which is

expected to grow.

 Over time the trend has switched from half-day programs toward full-day programs

 Almost 90% of the market is consisted of public institution, and only 10% of

private companies



MARKET ANALYSIS OF CHILD CARE COMPANIES

As we’ve seen in the previous section the usage of child care programs, this section is to

get a better understanding of them.

According to State statistics (NAICS: 624410), there are 74.939 Child Day Care Services.

The NAICS: 624410 is consisted of the following business entities:

These are considered our main market we will focus our further research on them. We will

look at these companies in terms of: 1) how big they are in number of employees, 2) how

big they are in sales, and 3) where they are located

1. SIZE MEASURED BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Our first follow-up is to see number of employees per company. As per the table below,

more than half of the companies have up to 10 employees (58.2%) or almost all companies

have up to 50 employees (97.3%). According to SME categorization, all of these

companies are categorized as small companies (under 50 employees).

Number of establishments by employment-size class

Employees
1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-

99
100-
249

250-
499

500-
999

1000
or

more
Total

Entities 28236 15339 18236 11782 1094 216 24 10 2 74939
% market 37.68% 20.47% 24.33% 15.72% 1.46% 0.29% 0.03% 0.01% 0.00% 100.00%



2. SIZE MEASURED BY SALES

Another important aspect of this research is to see the sales of the companies working with

child care services. The table below is a presentation of the sales of all 75.000 companies.

It is interesting to note that 16.28% of them did not operated or the entire year (probably

ceased to exist). Other than that, we can see that most of the companies (20.41%) have

revenues in the range of $100.000-$249.000, or more than half of the companies (56.89%)

have revenues in the rage of $100.000-$999.999. This tells us that the companies that work

in Child day care services, are again considered as small companies based on SME

categorization (in number of sales)

NIACS 624410, Child day care services, 2007 Number of
entities %

All establishments 75,112 100.00%
Establishments operated for the entire year 62,882 83.72%

Revenue less than $10,000 1,323 1.76%
Revenue of $10,000 to $24,999 2,100 2.80%
Revenue of $25,000 to $49,999 4,783 6.37%
Revenue of $50,000 to $99,999 8,746 11.64%
Revenue of $100,000 to $249,999 15,331 20.41%
Revenue of $250,000 to $499,999 13,698 18.24%
Revenue of $500,000 to $999,999 11,109 14.79%
Revenue of $1,000,000 to $2,499,999 4,839 6.44%
Revenue of $2,500,000 to $4,999,999 652 0.87%
Revenue of $5,000,000 to $9,999,999 219 0.29%
Revenue of $10,000,000 or more 82 0.11%

Establishments not operated for the entire year 12,230 16.28%

3. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTABLISHMENTS

Another important overview is to see their geographical distribution among USA. This is

needed, in order to know where to focus the marketing effort of the company. The table

below shows a list of the countries with most business entities. Please note that we’ve

excluded all countries below 1000 establishments. According to the table, 10% of all Child

day care establishments are located in California, followed by New York (7.49%) and

Texas (7.22%).



NAICS: 624410, Child day care services (2013)

Country
Number of
companies %

United States 74,939 100.00%
California 7,844 10.47%
New York 5,613 7.49%
Texas 5,414 7.22%
Florida 4,181 5.58%
Pennsylvania 3,639 4.86%
Illinois 2,910 3.88%
North Carolina 2,625 3.50%
Ohio 2,591 3.46%
New Jersey 2,393 3.19%
Georgia 2,228 2.97%
Washington 2,193 2.93%
Massachusetts 2,140 2.86%
Virginia 1,891 2.52%
Michigan 1,878 2.51%
Wisconsin 1,736 2.32%
Missouri 1,611 2.15%
Minnesota 1,447 1.93%
Maryland 1,443 1.93%
Tennessee 1,398 1.87%
Indiana 1,376 1.84%
Colorado 1,091 1.46%
Kentucky 1,073 1.43%
Louisiana 1,063 1.42%
Oregon 1,059 1.41%
Alabama 1,016 1.36%

All other were below 1000 and were not statistically relevant

If we compare these numbers with the past we can see how this industry grows. Compared

2002 to 2007 there is growth in number of establishment (8.6%), growth in Revenue

(36.34%) and growth in number of paid employees (13.75%).

US NAICS: 624410, Child care services time series

Year Number of
establishments

Value of
Revenue
($1,000)

Number of
paid

employees
2007 75,112 29,685,907 855,126
2002 69,127 21,771,955 751,733



Another newer research carried by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics & Sage works

(source), projects that day care businesses will have some of the fastest employment

growth of all industries through 2020. Sage works showed that the sales and profitability

trend for the child day care services during the period 2008-2014 continued to grow, even

during the recession and recovery. The sales grew on average by 6-7%, while other

privately held companies saw a decline on average of 5%

From this section we can conlude:

 There are around 75.000 Child Day Care Service providers

 More than half of these companies have up to 10 employees (58.2%) or almost all

are up to 50 employees (97.3%)

 56.89% of these companies have revenues in the range $100.000-$999.999

 10% of all child day care establishments are located in California, followed by New

York (7.49%) and Texas (7.22%). There are 25 countries with above 1000 child

day care service providers.

 Compared 2002 to 2007 there is growth in number of establishment (8.6%), growth

in Revenue (36.34%) and growth in number of paid employees (13.75%).

 The sales grew on average by 6-7%, while other privately held companies saw a

decline on average of 5% (period 2008-2014).

 Day care businesses will have some of the fastest employment growth of all

industries through 2020.



COMPETITOR’S ANALYSIS

In this section we will focus on the web design and hosting aspect. ABC will offer

specialized IT services (web design, hosting and IT maintenance) to Child Day Care

Service providers.

This research should cover: 1) Direct competition – companies that ABC need to compete

directly as it will offer the same service to the same market, 2) more narrow competitors –

companies that offer general web site development and web hosting, and 3) more broad

indirect competitors – alternatives such as free web design and hosting.

1. DIRECT COMPETITORS

As direct competitors we consider all companies that offer the same services to the same

market as ABC. After our online research, we’ve identified several direct competitors.

1. Web site for Day Care (Web) – Established in 2006, they offer the following services:

 Web Site Development - $149-$499 (depending on features)
 Custom web Design – additional $500
 Web Hosting – $15 per month
 E-mail Newsletter - $350
 Fan page design – $100
 Logo Design – $300
 SEO
 Print-ready designs ($250-$600)

2. Buzz Web Designer (Web) - Their Mission is to provide professional, quality,
affordable web site design services for Preschool Daycare centres

 Web site Development and hosintg - $239-$349 (depending on features)
 Update & Maintenance - $50 per month (3h per month)
 Submit site to Google, Yahoo & Bing - $65
 Internet Marketing - $139
 Domain - $29-39.90
 Flyer - $49
 Logo - $79

3. KiddoSoft (Web) - Their moto is: “creating amazing websites for daycares and
preschools”.

 Web design & hosting - $9.99-$19.99/month.



4. Whoolycare (Web) TykeTEK - is a software development company established in 2006
that has focus on early education market. It seems that is not doing well. It has 4 main
products:

 WollyCare - CMS website development
 PolarPARENT - $99.95/month - it is portal for parents that have their children in

daycare
 KomodoKAMS - software for parent controlling the cameras in child care centers
 TurtleTOUCH - $39.95/month mobile solution of the portal

5. WizzApps (Web) - they have templates for kindergarten. VERY EXPENSIVE
 Custom Web Site Design - $950-$2.450
 Web maintenance & Support - $99/month
 Mobile Site - $995-$1.950
 Mobile site hosting - $14.5/month
 Mobile App - $950 - $1.950
 SEO - $950
 eCommerce - $1.450
 Multilingual - $950

6. Babe Ttes Daycare (Web) - specialize in professional web design for the Childcare

Professional, as well as the Home-Based or Small Business. Looks like one-man show.

 Web Business Package - $400

 ChildCare Professsional - 225$

 Childcare Professional - 150$

 Any additional page - 35$

 Childcare Business Forms - 12.95$

 Childcare Bookeeping Forms - 14.95$

7. Child Care Owner (Web) – Specialized site in Child Care web Design

 Website Starter Package - 400$

 Website Silver Package - 600$

 Website Gold Package - 1.100$

 Website Platinum Package - 1.250$

 Add e-shop - +250$

8. Big World Web Design (Web) – Specialize in Child Care web design

 Starter Website - 35$

 EWconomy Website - 65$



 Standard Websites - 125$

 Premium Websites - 165$

 Signature Websites - 225$

 Ultimate Websites - 265$

 Hosting - 0-30$/month

 Web support & Maintenance - 24.99-34.99$

Our company needs to compete directly with these 8 companies. Our main differentiation
strategy would be the closer and personalized approach toward the clients. None of the
competitors have any blogs, or resources, or forums regarding child day care programs –
and are only focused on their sales. We want to build content around daycare centers, so
companies would be interested in coming to our web site for exchanging information.
Once the trust and bound is established, it would be easier to make a sale.

2. NARROW INDIRECT COMPETITORS

The narrow indirect competitors are considered all companies that offer web site design

and hosting, and have child day care in their portfolio. These companies are offering these

as general services. It also includes companies that offer templates for day care centers, or

do-it-yourself (but still paid).

1. ProWeaver (Web) – It is a web design and development company that offers its
services to these markets: Healthcare, Ecommerce, Insurance, Pharmacy and Professionals.
They have many free website layouts, and offer free logo development. They don’t have
pricelist online.

2. Design Essentials (Web) – Have 52 WordPress templates for Kids/Preschool. This is
not their main market, they have templates for too many markets.

 WordPress template – prize range from 5$ (HTML page) to $65 (Responsive
design)

 Have bulk prices for the templates - see prices
 Set-up Package - 99$ Installation + Template + Logo (WordPress or Joomla)
 Without Hosting

3. DoodleKit (Web) - Their concept is that you pay for the platform - then you do the work
(you choose template, customize it, update, and everything else). They have a set of
daycare templates

 Web design & hosting (the platform) - $0-$49/month (depending on features)

4. Web Start Today (Web) – You choose a template, you customize it and then you

publish it (has daycare templates)

 Standard web site - 5.99$ monthly



 Web Shop - 29.99$ monthly

 Mobile Websites 14.99$ monthly

 SEO - 79.99$ monthly

5. Template Monster (Web) – It has 9 templated for daycare centers

 The templates are prices 14-139$ depending on functionality

6. Rev-Creations Inc. (Web) – Canadian company that offers web development solutions

 Full service web design - 129$

 E-commerce web design package - 299$

 Bronze DayCare Web design package - 89$

 Silver DayCare web design package - 129$

7. Major Web Productions (Web) – It is general web Development Company, but has

reference and portfolio on child care. No prices on the web.

8. Power Pages (Web) - General web Development Company with portfolio in Daycare,

No prices on the Web

9. Web Design Surrey BC (Web) General web design company. Has daycare in its

portfolio

 Starter Package 12.99$ (originally 45$)/month. If fixed price - 499$

 Business Package 29.99$ (originally 64$)/month. If fixed price - 699$

 Premium Package 45$ (originally 99$)/month. If fixed price - 1.299$

These 9 companies are small fraction of the large amount of companies that offer general

web design and development solutions. Their main disadvantage is that they are serving

too many markets in general, and they can’t have close and personalized approach to a

single market. Our differentiation is that by knowing our market, and being focused on

only one, will help us to offer several additional services but all related to the same market.

3. BROAD INDIRECT COMPETITORS

In this business plan, as broad indirect competitors are treated all alternatives to paid web

design and hosting. It means free available templates for web design, free hosting solution

(with some advertising schemes in place) and assumes do-it-yourself publish, maintenance

and other web related activities.



There are too many free templates on the web, many of them are child care oriented. Heree

are few of them:

 Angelfire
 Freeservers
 Webs
 Weebly
 http://www.hostgator.com/shared - hosting with ready templates
 http://www.doomby.com/pages/website-creation-ideas/make-daycare-website.html

The main assumption for this is that the client has the knowledge and expertise to choose a

well thought design, be able to upload it via FTP or other ways, knows how to customize

the design (even with the tools available) and be able to do the maintenance. On top of the

technical knowledge and expertise required, the main drawback for this category in the

child care industry, is the time. Companies want to be focused on their core business,

taking care of children, rather than spending time on technical maintenance.

Our company will be offer complete solution to the child day care centers, meaning that we

will cover the entire technical and maintenance aspect.

INTERNAL ANALYSIS

COMPANY BACKGROUND

ABC is a start-up company that will be established end of 2015. The Founder and CEO,

XYZ, has more than 25 years of design experience, working for multinational companies

and local business. XYZ started her career at J. Walter Thompson New York, working on

large national brands like Schick and Nestle. In the nineties she moved to San Francisco to

work at (then startup) Wired magazine. Two years later XYZ was the first staff designer at

Hotwired, the Internet's first commercial web magazine. After a brief stint at Excite, XYZ

became Design Director at Playnet, working directly under ZYX, the founder of Atari.

Playnet was a technology startup which developed networked video kiosks. Her passion is

to help small companies to embrace technologies like WordPress and mobile apps.

XYZ’s career was on hold, giving here time off to raise a family, now having 2 children.

As parents, together with her husband were suffering through the outdated billing and

enrollment processes of their children's preschools. Their children's monthly tuition was

the only recurring bill they still had to pay by check! Her husband co-founded a company

that makes it easy for parents to pay their tuition online, or by using an app. They are also



looking at facilitating enrollment and check-ins. This helped XYZ to identify a need on

this market – highly customized web site that is easy to maintain and attracts a lot of

parents.

For the last five years XYZ was focused primarily on WordPress theme customizations for

upscale local small businesses, tailoring each site specifically to client's customers and

industry.

Combining the design background, with the new need that XYZ discovered and the recent

specialization in WordPress, made XYZ consider starting ABC – specialized web Design

Company for pre-schools. ABC makes it easy for preschools to set up their website,

maintain it and communicate more effectively with their school's parents.

ABC will start attracting local pre-schools, gain insight and knowledge from these clients,

and then increase its scope of operations in the California area.

PRODUCT/SERVICE SPECIFICATION

ABC has primary focus on web solutions for pre-schools. Focusing only on one market,

gives the company opportunity to learn better about the market, and create additional

services that are needed specifically by them.

The initial services that ABC will start are:

 Web Design – this is the core expertise of ABC, as the founder has more than 25

years of design experience. This gives the client professional tailored solution that

exceed their needs.

 Web Development – In addition to the design, the company will offer web

development, as addition to the design. This includes creation of the web site

according to the design.

 Hosting – The company will also offer hosting solutions, which will be obtained

from one of its partners

 Site maintenance and Update – ABC will offer WordPress theme and plugin

update, security monitoring, as well as updating frequent posts on client’s sites.

With this set of services, ABC will be able to offer one-stop-shop for pre-schools for their

web site. ABC can take care of the design, development, hosting, maintenance and update



of the website, which gives the Director of the pre-school more time to focus on his/her

core business – running a successful pre-school.

In addition to the one-stop-shop package, ABC will offer several additional services that

are tailored for pre-schools. These include: providing experienced help and graphics with

newsletter emails, social media banners and graphics, and expertise, via the blog, in any

technological solutions that could make running a preschool easier. This list is expected to

grow as the company gets more experienced in working with this market.

PROCESS WORKFLOW

This is the process flow of ABC, explaining all steps that are happening in order to convert

a potential prospect into a happy customer:

1. Potential Prospecting. This is first stage of the workflow, and it starts from a potential

prospect inquiring more information. They get in contact with ABC (by mail, phone, or

directly).

At this stage, the communication is with ABC sales person, where the potential prospect

can see templates, hosting plans and discuss his/her exact needs. The sales person tries to

match the right service according to the needs.

2. Contracting.  The potential prospects that would be willing to use our services, will

need to sign a contract. In addition to the contracting, the client will need to pay a set-up

fee (via Stripe on our web site, or other payment methods). When the payment is made, we

consider as contract is started.



3. Client inquiry. Once the payment is made, the Designer, sends a pre-drafted check-list

to the client. This includes request for logo, text, contact information, photos to be used,

some unique wishes that they might have, domain to be used, etc. There can be several

exchange of information between the designer and the client, but the final output of this

stage is a filled check-list.

4. Technical preparation. At this stage, the Technical Assistant will set up the technical

aspect of the web site. This includes buying a domain at GoDaddy, or change the DNS of

existing one to MediaTemple, create a clean WordPress Install on MediaTemple,

installation of relevant plug-ins, etc. The outcome of this stage is the technical part of the

web site is finished and ready for adding the design.

5. Design stage. At this stage, the designer is building up the design of the website. As it

progress through stages, it sends link to the client in order to get early feedback. The site is

adjusted according to the client feedback, until he is satisfied. The final outcome of this

stage is a finished web site – approved by client.

6. Post Design. At this stage, the client has already approved the design but ABC wants to

ensure proper quality. The new web site is being tested by the Technical Assistant (in order

to fix any broken links, check for different browsers compatibility, check for mobile

phones compatibility, SEO, etc.

7. Website Sign off. At the last stage of the development of the web site, the Technical

assistant points the domain name to the Mediatemple server, and the website goes live.

There is official give-over of the site to the client.

8. Post design services.  After the client has his website, the sales person offers additional

side services (social accounts, newsletters, graphic designs, etc) and the Technical assistant

is responsible for maintain ace of the web site as well as frequent back-ups.

MARKETING STRATEGY

ABC will have one main focus – serving pre-schools with web solutions. In that content,

the entire marketing effort will be to better approach and educate this market niche.

The primary marketing channel will be content marketing. ABC wants to generate and

capture knowledge around pre-schools and offer this knowledge on its web site. We will

strive to be credible source of pre-school related information. This “pull” marketing



strategy will attract various stakeholders of pre-school to visit our site frequently. Having

frequent visits by relevant audience will also help converting the visitors into actual clients.

This will be achieved via weekly article posts on our web site. The frequent article writing,

will significantly improve the SEO status of the site, and it will show in the search results

more often.

Another marketing channel that will be used by ABC is participation on local pre-school

fairs and conferences. This will allow first-hand communication with directors of pre-

schools and get real feedback on their needs. This is crucial, in order to further tailor our

services to their needs. There are several events of these type that ABC will participate.

In addition the fairs and conferences, we will continue with the local approach by

advertising on local newspapers and websites targeting preschool aged children. This will

help establishing the local presence and building up company’s portfolio.

ABC will offer 3-5 services free of charge to local pre-schools. The main reason for this is

to start building its portfolio of clients, spreading the word-of-mouth, but most importantly

obtain feedback from the clients.

Finally, XYZ’s husband is also working in the same market, but not with the same

services. Being complementary, ABC can get some referrals from there as well.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

As this is planned to be a small company, there will not be a need of a formal

organizational structure.

At the beginning, XYZ , as the CEO and Lead designer in the company will be responsible

for the sales, meetings with pre-schools and web designs.

In addition, ABC will have one Technical Assistant – person that will be responsible for

the technical part of the company. This include the web development, setting up the

hosting servers, DNS, and maintenance of the web sites.

In future, if the company grows with the expected rate, it will add several roles –

marketing/sales manager, content developer and Design assistant.

In addition to the employee, the company will use several companies as partners. They are:

 GoDaddy.com – This site will be used for registering domains and resolving DNS.



 WordPress.org – WordPress is a great platform with a lot of information about
WordPress templates, themes, updates, and forums discussing related problems and
solutions

 MailChimp.com – is an e-mail marketing platform, that will be used to send
promotional e-mails as well as sending newsletter (on the behalf of ABC, but as
service offered to companies as well).

 ElegantThemes.com – is a valuable source for getting premium WordPress themes
and plugins. For $249, you get a lifetime access and updates for their themes and
plugins.

 MediaTemple.net – MediaTemple offers great hosting solutions, which we intend
to use for us and for our clients. Their hosting offer is $20/month for 100 sites.

 FreshDesk.com – FreshDesk offers free ticket system (for up to 3 users). In
addition they have a knowledge library where the company can build its
knowledge.

 Stripe.com – is easy to use billing system that charge 2.9% + 0.30 cents per
successful transaction

 UpWork.com – is a portal where we can quickly get some expertise in any area
that proves to be necessary. It will be mostly used for short-term contracts with
specific tasks

SWOT ANALYSIS

SWOT analysis represents a summary of all that has been covered by now.

The Strengths and Weaknesses are based on the internal structure of the company, services

and market served. It shows where the company is good and where not.

The Opportunities and Threads are based on the external analysis of the industry, market

and competition. It shows what the company can capture or risk in the future.



SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths

 Strong design background of the

CEO

 First-hand experience with pre-

schools

 Small and flexible organization,

giving personal touch

 CEO’s husband can provide some

insight from the market

 Focused knowledge on single niche

market

Weaknesses

 Financial resources

 Limited knowledge in the technical

aspect of the business

 No portfolio in the Pre-school

market

Opportunities

 Pre-School industry has a growing

trend

 Day care businesses will have some

of the fastest employment growth of

all industries through 2020.

 There are around 75.000 Child Day

Care services in USA

 More than half of them have $100K

– $1M in revenue

 Current Pre-schools have very

inefficient web sites

Threads

 There are competitors that offer the

same services to the same market

 There are general web solution on

the market that can offer cheap

solution

 There are free web solution that can

be developed with little technical

knowledge

 New company without established

brand

RISK MANAGEMENT

From the SWOT we’ve identified several weakness that needs to be taken into

consideration and addressed, in order to reduce the risk of failure:



 Limited knowledge in the technical aspect of the business – This is a valid risk

and there are several ways that can reduce it. One way is the introduction of

Technical assistant in the team that will be responsible for it. Another solution is

to use UpWork freelances as issue-related technical issues that arise in the future.

 No portfolio in the Pre-school market – As ABC is a new company, this is

expected. One way is to offer free services to 3-5 companies in order to build up

initial portfolio. Another way is to hire Technical assistant that has already done

some work for this industry – and use his/her portfolio as part of the company.

In addition to the weaknesses, the threads also needs to be taken into consideration.

 There are competitors that offer the same services to the same market – After

doing the competition analysis, several companies were identified. In order to

avoid this thread, the company needs to clearly differentiate from the competitors

and show some unique qualities. This can be solved with the content marketing

that the company is intending – show the target market, that we are not only

interested in their money, but we are interested in problems they are facing, and

that we are here to help.

 There are general web solution on the market that can offer cheap solution –

This is a valid thread, as many of the pre-school may choose simply cheaper

solution. The only way to overcome this thread is to educate the decision makers

in pre-schools of what is the total costs, as there are many companies that will

offer cheaper service, but with many additional hidden costs. Also, by proving

that we have a deeper understanding of pre-schools, we show decision makers

that we know their problems and know what to do to solve them.

 There are free web solution that can be developed with little technical

knowledge – This is thread, because many companies may try to go over some

quick web design tutorial and set up a WordPress template. The solution is again

in education and showing the hidden costs. If they do it on their own, they save

some money, on behalf of time. But then they need to update, maintain their web

sites, and if more specific technical problem occurs, they don’t have the

knowledge to sort it, and it will be even more expensive to hire expert only for

that problem. So, clear communication, and presenting annual potential problems

and their solution will minimize this thread.



 New company without established brand – From the point of view of pre-

schools, our company does not have nothing to show as reference, and they’ve

never head of our brand. This is harder thread, and requires several marketing

activities in order to overcome it. By posting newspaper and web ads,

participating on relevant fairs and conferences, we are building our brand. Also

by offering our services for free to 3-5 pre-schools we build some portfolio and

word-of-mouth, just enough to give us time for a meeting. Over a meeting, we

can assure of our expertise and provide samples of work done.

MISSION AND VISION

Vision: The vision of ABC is to help pre-schools and other child day care centers to

establish and run their web-presence, and attract more children into their premises.

Mission: The mission of ABC is to create fully functional customized web sites tailored to

the need of pre-schools and child day care centers.

FINANCIAL PLAN

The financial plan was done in a separate excel sheet like shown in the picture below.

Some parts of the business plan have been modified/removed due to

confidentiality.


